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Determining the transient chemical properties of the intracellular 
environment can elucidate the paths through which a biological 
system adapts to changes in its environment—e.g., the mechanisms 
that enable some obligate anaerobic bacteria to survive a sudden 
exposure to oxygen. Here we used high-resolution Fourier 
transform infrared (FTIR) spectromicroscopy to continuously 
follow cellular chemistry within living obligate anaerobes by 
monitoring hydrogen bond structures in their cellular water. We 
observed a sequence of well orchestrated molecular events that 
correspond to changes in cellular processes in those cells that 
survive, but only accumulation of radicals in those that do not. We 
thereby can interpret the adaptive response in terms of transient 
intracellular chemistry and link it to oxygen stress and survival. 
This ability to monitor chemical changes at the molecular level can 
yield important insights into a wide range of adaptive responses. 
 
Desulfovibrio, hydrogen bond, synchrotron FTIR 
spectromicroscopy, oxygen stress, cellular water 
 

Significant progress has been made at the biochemical and 
genetic levels in our understanding of how some 
environmentally and medically important obligate anaerobes can 
survive temporarily a sudden exposure to oxygen molecules (1–
6). However, our understanding at a cellular molecular level of 
the actual capacity and mechanisms of how these anaerobes 
survive remains incomplete (7). The cellular chemical 
environment fundamentally comprises the nexus between 
external stimuli and internal biochemical regulatory 
mechanisms—and affects many properties of cellular adaptive 
response as well. Determining this transient chemical 
environment in vivo is critical for achieving a more coherent 
understanding of how some obligate anaerobes adapt to the 
extreme fluctuations in oxygenation. Such knowledge is seldom 
complete because it is difficult to make in vivo molecular 
measurements without disturbing cells. In almost all previous 
studies, cellular chemistry of oxygen-stress adaptive response 
has been determined by measuring intermediate reaction 
products in cell extracts taken at selected times (8–10); notably, 
ongoing changes within a live cell are seldom measured directly. 
The instability of many of the intermediates greatly complicates 
measurements of cell extracts and their analyses. 

Here, we present results of our using the non-invasive 
synchrotron radiation-based Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectromicroscopy approach (11) to determine the cellular 
chemical environment by continuously monitoring the dynamics 
of hydrogen bonding in cellular water in vivo. More than 70% of 
the cellular constituents are highly polar water molecules, and 
their hydrogen bonding is a useful reflection of the cellular 

chemical environment because it responds ‘‘instantaneously’’ to 
ions and other species in their surroundings (12, 13). The infrared 
spectrum of OH stretch vibrations has been widely used to 
characterize the dynamics of hydrogen-bonding structures in pure 
water (13–23). These infrared spectroscopy studies have revealed 
distinct shifts in vibration frequencies and changes in spectral 
shapes and intensities induced by ions and small molecules (e.g., 
radicals, small organic acids, and hydrogen gas) in water; similar 
small molecules are expected to be in cellular water during 
functional metabolism of the oxygen stress adaptive response. 

In this study, we investigated the dynamics of cellular 
chemical environment in a model oxygen-stress adaptive response 
system, namely that of the strictly anaerobic sulfate-reducing 
bacterium Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough during transient 
exposure to air. Sulfate-reducing bacteria are of particular interest 
because of their importance in cycling and transformation of 
essential nutrients and minerals (24, 25) and their links to 
different pathogenesis (26, 27) in environments where extreme 
fluctuations in oxygen concentrations occur. Among sulfate-
reducing bacteria, genome sequencing has shown that D. vulgaris 
has developed well-defined protective enzymatic oxygen-defense 
systems (5, 24). The bacteria can even survive very high levels of 
oxygen in their natural environment (28, 29), but the mechanism 
remains elusive. We demonstrate here that molecular information 
provided by realtime, in vivo FTIR measurements of the transient 
cellular chemical environment is key to advancing fundamental 
understanding of how these obligate anaerobes adapt to extreme 
changes during air exposure, by providing direct observations of 
molecular events measured in the same cells over time. 

 
Results and Discussion 
 
Identifying D. vulgaris Cells That Can Survive Temporarily 
in Atmospheric Oxygen. We first conducted microscopic and 
spectroscopic analyses to establish, at a whole cell level, the 
molecular identity of D. vulgaris cells that can survive transient 
exposure to atmospheric oxygen. This identity enabled us to 
select the appropriate cells for real-time FTIR measurements of 
oxygen-stress survival response. Fluorescence microscopy images 
of two nucleic acid stains show that most stationary-phase (but 
not exponential-phase) D. vulgaris can survive short-termoxygen 
exposure. Subsequent electron microscopy images reveal that 
stationary-phase (but not exponential-phase) D. vulgaris 
accumulates polyglucose (Figure 1A) and stores elemental sulfur 
particles (Figure 1B). Their FTIR spectrum  shows 



non-glycosidic polyglucose vibration (�C�OH) band between
1,055 and 1,045 cm�1, and the glycosidic linkage vibration
(�C�O�C) at �1,175 cm�1 (30). These cells can survive air
exposure for hours and resume growth when returned to anaer-
obic conditions (Fig. 1C), despite significant changes in cellular
structures and contents (Figs. 1 D and E).

FTIR Measurement and Analysis Considerations. Mid-infrared pho-
tons emitted from the synchrotron at the Advanced Light Source in
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (CA, USA) were
focused through a 15-�m aperture onto a monolayer of stationary-
phase D. vulgaris cells maintained inside an oxygen-free humidified
microscope stage chamber (Fig. 2A). In Fig. 2B is an FTIR
spectrum typical of small groups of stationary-phase D. vulgaris
cells, showing well-resolved vibration bands from polyglucose (30)
and other biological macromolecules (31) superimposed on the
broad continuum absorption features of the aqueous liquid. To
minimize inter-experimental uncertainties, only cells that exhibited
spectral features within one standard deviation of the mean (Fig.
2B) were selected for the oxygen-stress adaptive response experi-
ments and the controls. We used the spectrally integrated absorp-
tion intensity of the polyglucose �C-OH band between �1,055 and
1,045 cm�1 to monitor polyglucose degradation. The intensity of
the combination band �OH ��LHOH at �2,100 cm�1 tracks
changes in water content because biomolecules typically show very
little absorbance in the �OH ��LHOH region (31); the intensity of
this band represents water concentration in biological samples (32).
To detect changes in the hydrogen-bonding structures in cellular
water as a measure of transient chemical environment in living D.
vulgaris, we first derived the FTIR time-difference spectra (relative
to the initial state, t � 0) in the hydride-OH dominated stretch
region between 1,900 and 3,800 cm�1 from the measured real-time
FTIR spectra. In each time-difference spectrum, we minimize the

water-continuum absorbance; a positive absorption band reflects
the formation of intermediates while a negative band the depletion
of an initial state. To interpret changes observed in the FTIR
time-difference spectra and to link them to the presence of ions and
other small molecules, we used results from previous infrared
simulation studies and infrared measurements on aqueous liquid
and water clusters (15–23). Because water molecules simulta-
neously can be hydrogen donors and acceptors, whether the water
be liquid or small clusters, spectral information from vibrational
spectra of water clusters can be applied to understand dynamics in
liquid or other condensed phases (33, 34) such as water in the
cellular environment.

Real-Time FTIR Spectromicroscopy of Oxygen-Stress Adaptive Re-
sponse in Live D. vulgaris. We monitored cells first under anaerobic
conditions and then exposed to air. The measurements are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, with comparisons shown in
Figs. 4C and D. The experiments proceeded as follows. We first
made real-time FTIR measurements on a monolayer of D.
vulgaris inside the oxygen-free humidified microscope stage
chamber [hereafter D. vulgaris(�polyG;-air)] every 5 min for 240
min without interruption. Fig. 3A shows the real-time FTIR
spectra. An easy way to analyze and understand the time-
difference spectra is to make a 2-dimensional time-frequency
contour plot of the difference spectra in the hydride-OH stretch
region, as shown in Fig. 3B (negative values are shown in dark
blue) with difference spectrum snapshots below. The plot shows,
for t � �50 min, positive bands at �3,190 cm�1, 3,645 cm�1, and
a shoulder feature at 3,745 cm�1. These frequencies are in the
�OH regions of H-bonding structures of water molecules sur-
rounded by hydrogen gas H2 (i.e., hydrogen hydrates) (14). This
increasing positive behavior suggests a temporarily enhanced
hydrogen gas production event, which is consistent with the
central metabolism of D. vulgaris under anaerobic conditions
(24, 35). This spectral information is taken as reference.

Fig. 1. Microscopic and spectroscopic analyses of Desulfovibrio vulgaris. (A)
Left, typical infrared absorption spectra of stationary-phase (red) and exponen-
tial-phase (blue) D. vulgaris; Right, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) im-
ages of thin sections poststained by the periodic acid thiosemicarbazide-osmium
(PATO) method (51) show intracellular polyglucose granules (arrows) in station-
ary-phase but not exponential-phase D. vulgaris. (B) Left, cryo-electron micros-
copy (Cryo-EM) image of a stationary-phase cell containing a large, dense ball;
Right, energy dispersive X-ray analysis of freeze-dried cells with (blue) and with-
out (red) such structures. Spectra from areas such as marked by the blue circle in
the left image show that the particle contains mainly sulfur. (C) Re-growth of D.
vulgaris after exposure to air. Note the approximate 20-h lag-time (compared to
controls). Different colors represent different viability experiments. (D and E)
Cryo-EM (Left) and TEM/PATO (Right) images of D. vulgaris after exposure to air
for hours show changes in cell membranes, variation in periplasmic space, mot-
tled appearance of cell contents and decreased number of polyglucose granules
compared to the unexposed cell in Figs. 1A and B. The frequency of cells showing
such alterations compared to those with substantially more damage suggests
that these cells were still alive. (Scale bars, 0.2 �m.)

Fig. 2. FTIR measurement setup. (A) Schematic description of the experimental
measurement setup. An all-reflective optics infrared microscope focuses the
interferometer-modulated synchrotron infrared microbeam through a 15-�m
aperture onto a monolayer (see Methods) of live D. vulgaris. The reflected signals
are collected and sent to the detector. The optical density of this thin film is
typically 0.05 at the band dominated by the combined water-bending vibration
and libration at �2,100 cm�1. This is an equivalent to a water-film of �1.5-�m
thick. This experimental system enables FTIR measurements with a temporal
resolution of every minute for up to 4 h; a different experimental arrangement
would be needed to investigate changes on a finer temporal scale or a longer
duration. (B) Spectral variations in polyglucose-accumulated stationary-phase D.
vulgaris in anaerobic atmosphere. The spectrum shows the polyglucose C�OH
vibration (�C�OH) band between 1,055 and 1,045 cm�1. Within the hydride-OH
dominated stretch region between 1,900 and 3,800 cm�1 are a broad
OH stretching (�OH) band between 2,900 and 3,700 cm�1, the combined
water OH bending and libration modes (�OH ��LHOH) at �2,100 cm�1.
Absorption bands between 1,800 and 900 cm�1 are dominated by vibration
motion of biomolecules of D. vulgaris. Averaged spectrum (black line) � 1.0
standard deviation (gray lines); n � 50.
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Using the same methodology, we then examined the survival
of similar D. vulgaris [D. vulgaris(�polyG;�air)] in atmospheric
oxygen. We began by making FTIR measurements of D. vulgaris
in an anaerobic atmosphere for 30 min before introducing sterile
air at t � 0. Unlike the quiescent FTIR spectra from D.
vulgaris(�polyG;-air) (Fig. 3A), these spectra show dramatic
variations over time (Fig. 4A). The 2-dimensional time-
frequency contour plot of the time-difference spectra in the
hydride-OH stretch region is shown in Fig. 4B with time-
difference spectrum snapshots below.

Spectrally integrated absorption intensities of water and poly-
glucose bands are shown in Figs. 4C and D. Under anaerobic
conditions, the intensity of the combined water OH bending and
libration modes (blue circles in Fig. 4C) and the polyglucose
C�OH vibration band (blue circles in Fig. 4D) exhibit little
change, but after air exposure they exhibit a multiphasic pattern.
There is a small but reproducible ‘‘jump’’ in the water band
intensity (green inverted triangles in Fig. 4C) upon air exposure,

which can result from a contribution due to periplasmic oxygen
reduction to water by cytochrome c3 with existing intracellular
H2 (36, 37), since we observed H2 was produced during anaerobic
metabolism (see Fig. 3B). Then, from t � 0 to � �50 min, there
is a substantial decrease in the polyglucose band intensity (Fig.
4D) but little change in the water band intensity (Fig. 4C).
Polyglucose oxidation by D. vulgaris(�polyG;�air) may contrib-
ute to this substantial polyglucose decline. We performed an
independent carbohydrate analysis of similar D. vulgaris exposed
to humid air which showed a more than 30% decrease in
carbohydrate in cells in the first hour of air exposure. At t � �50
min, the water band intensity increases abruptly (Fig. 4C); the
rate of polyglucose disappearance slows at later times (t � �100
min) (Fig. 4D). For an elucidation of the mechanism(s) under-
lying this behavior, it is crucial to analyze the time-difference
spectra in the hydride-OH region carefully.

As seen in Fig. 4B, between t �0 and � �50 min there are 2 large
increasingly positive absorption bands, and the band positions are
in the region of the �OH of a water molecule H-bonding with a
carboxylic acid or carboxylate: the band between �3,500 and 3,300
cm�1 corresponds to the �OH of a water molecule H-bonding
loosely with the alcohol OH group (19), and the band between
�3,000 and 2,600 cm�1 corresponds to the �OH of a water molecule
tightly H-bonded to a carboxyl (C � O) group (19). Polyglucose
oxidation by desulfovibrios to acetate (a 2-carbon carboxylate) (9,
38) may contribute to these 2 large increasingly positive bands. The
significant increase with time in the peak intensity of acetate
observed (labeled as green circles in Fig. 4E), and the concurrent
decrease in the polyglucose band intensity (inverted green triangles
in Fig. 4D) suggest that D. vulgaris(�polyG;�air) oxidizes polyglu-
cose rapidly to acetate, which it initially accumulates.

The noticeable disappearance of these 2 acetate �OH bands at
t � �50 min (Fig. 4B) implies disappearance of acetate (see also
green circles in Fig. 4E), even though polyglucose degradation
continues for a time (green inverted triangles in Fig. 4D).
Meanwhile, a new broad �OH band begins to appear at fre-
quencies between �2,750 and 2,550 cm�1 (Fig. 4B) in the region
of a water molecule H-bonded with CO2 (39) (see reference list
in ref. 39) to form carbonic acid (blue triangles in Fig. 4E). The
most likely explanation of this co-incidence at t � �50 min
(compare the green circles for acetate and the blue triangles for
CO2 in Fig. 4E) is a conversion of acetate to CO2 (with increasing
water content in cells; see inverted green triangles in Fig. 4C).
This co-incidence suggests an onset of an adenosine triphosphate
(ATP)-generating pathway, possibly via C1 intermediates (40).
Other pathways would be the tricarboxcylic acid (TCA) cycle or
the glyoxylate shunt, although they are less likely to occur since
D. vulgaris lacks the genes for the production of key enzymes
required in these cycles (24, 41).

Also appearing at t � �50 min is an intense positive �OH band
between �3,200 and 3,030 cm�1 (Fig. 4B), which is typical of a
water molecule that forms a strong ionic H-bond with species
such as the superoxide anion (16), hydroxyl radicals (15, 17, 18),
and the hydroperoxyl radicals (22). This suggests that the
formation of ROS exceeds their removal by the protective
enzymes and other mechanisms in D. vulgaris(�polyG;�air) at
this time (red squares in Fig. 4E).

At t � �70 min, a striking new �OH band begins to appear
between �3,630 and 3,520 cm�1 in the spectral region of water
molecules H-bonded to sulfate anions (23). Its notable persistence
in intensity (pink hexagons in Fig. 4E) is consistent with previous
observation that D. vulgaris can oxidize its accumulated elemental
sulfur and other reduced sulfur compounds (42, 43). It has been
suggested that the oxidation is by means of an ATP/adenyl sulfate
(ATP/APS) pathway that couples the sulfate ion formation with
oxygen reduction to water (42, 43). Considering that sulfate for-
mation is an acidification reaction that produces protons (H�), it is
interesting that this acidification process coincides with the disap-

Fig. 3. FTIR analyses of D. vulgaris in anaerobic atmosphere. (A) Real-time FTIR
spectra of polyglucose-accumulated stationary-phase D. vulgaris in an anaerobic
environment. Sequential spectra are offset vertically for clarity. Since all spectra
are derived using air as a reference, the negative spectral feature at �2,348 cm�1

(associated with lack of atmospheric CO2) is a marker for an air-free condition
throughout this investigation. (B) FTIR time-difference spectra in the hydride-OH
dominatedstretchregion.Top, a2-dimensional frequency-timecontourplot (the
time-difference intensities are normalized to the maximum); Bottom, snapshots
for selecteddifferent timepoints.Positivebands [labeledas �OH(water���H2)]arise
from �OH of water molecules forming H-bonding with H2 (�3,190; �3,640, and
�3,745 cm�1). The straight black line marks that difference absorbance � 0.
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pearance of ROS (compare the pink hexagons to the red squares
in Fig. 4E) and the increase of water content (green inverted
triangles in Fig. 4C).

There is increasing spectral complexity after t � �70 min, as
suggested by the pattern of the contours in Fig. 4B. The
complexity includes progressive band broadening (�100 cm�1)
and a redshift (�250 cm�1) in the existing �OH band of the
water���ROS system (between �3,200 and 3,030 cm�1) as well as
the water���CO2 system (at frequencies � �2,650 cm�1). This
may arise partly from an increase in water molecules available to
H-bond with either other anions or neutral species in D.
vulgaris(�polyG;�air), or other more complicated factors that
distort the spectral character (44, 45). For longer times (t � �150
min), the intensity of the �OH band of the water���ROS declines
(red squares in Fig. 4E), which suggests an improved ROS
removal in D. vulgaris(�polyG;�air).

Confirmation. To confirm our results, we therefore used the same
method and examined how the FTIR spectra in the hydride-OH
dominated stretch region would differ in D. vulgaris that had not
accumulated intracellular polyglucose granules [hereafter D.
vulgaris(�polyG;�air)]. Unlike the D. vulgaris(�polyG;�air), a
positive broad �OH feature appeared immediately in the fre-
quency range associated with the ionic H-bond with anionic
ROS (15–18, 22) (Fig. 5 Upper). The feature broadened by

several hundreds of cm�1 toward lower frequencies, and reflects
an initial disordered ensemble of many different OH stretching
vibration modes. The ROS formation continued to exceed their
removal with air exposure time, as demonstrated by the mono-
tonically increasing intensity and gradual red-shifts of the vi-
bration modes (centered at �3,100 cm�1 initially to �3,050 cm�1

at later times). The immediate positive feature detected at
�3,570 cm�1 (the red trace in Fig. 5 Lower) is within the spectral
region of water molecules H-bonded to sulfate anions (23). This
small positive value is consistent with our earlier observation
that D. vulgaris in exponential phase accumulates little elemental
sulfur. Little growth was detected when these D. vulgaris were
returned to oxygen-free conditions.

Conclusions and Implications. Our interpretation of the �OH bands
in the FTIR time-difference spectra along with the time-course
of the polyglucose �C-OH and the water (�OH ��LHOH) band
intensities is summarized in Fig. 6. Considering the complexity
of a living bacterial system, the consistency of the spectral
features and the agreement with the putative events of oxygen-
stress adaptive response is striking. We have thus demonstrated
both the efficacy of using the hydrogen bonding in water of living
cells to profile intracellular chemical environment and their
significant consequences for understanding functional metabolic
controls in ‘‘obligate’’ anaerobic bacteria that can survive oxy-

Fig. 4. FTIR analyses of D. vulgaris during oxygen-stress adaptive response. (A) Typical real-time FTIR spectra of polyglucose-accumulated stationary-phase D.
vulgaris transition from an anaerobic to aerobic environment. Sequential spectra are offset upward for clarity. Since all spectra are derived using air as a
reference, the abrupt change in the spectral feature at �2,348 cm�1 associated with the presence of atmospheric CO2. (B) Corresponding FTIR time-difference
spectra in the hydride-OH dominated stretch region. Top, a 2-dimensional frequency-time contour plot (the time-difference intensities are normalized to the
maximum); Bottom, snapshots for selected different time points. The dashed line marks that difference absorbance � 0. Positive values arise from �OH of water
molecules forming H-bonding with acetate (�3,440; �2,930 cm�1) [labeled as �OH(water���acetate)], reactive oxygen species ROS (�3,090 cm�1) [labeled as
�OH(water���ROS)], sulfate (�3,565 cm�1) [labeled as �OH(water���sulfate)], and carbonic acid (�2,450 cm�1) [labeled as �OH(water���CO2)]. The positive absorption
feature at �2,360 cm�1 is from CO2 in air. (C and D). Typical time course of infrared intensity (normalized by the maximum value) of water and polyglucose
content. (Bars, �10% error.) (E) Transient chemistry as seen by the time-course of difference absorbance normalized by the maximum value for each species. (Bars,
�10% error.)
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gen-stress transiently at the chemical level, by providing direct
observations of molecular events measured in the same cells over
time. Together, these high-resolution synchrotron radiation-
based FTIR experiments have revealed a remarkable sequence
of well-orchestrated mechanisms that some D. vulgaris use to
temporarily survive oxygen exposure. When extending this ap-
proach to other adaptive-response cellular systems, the experi-
mental design and interpretation of the data should be straight-
forward in cases where transient chemistry is dominated by ions

or other small chemical species. Even in more complex cases, we
anticipate that the interpretation of infrared spectroscopic data
in terms of the hydrogen-bonding structure of cellular water will
open the door to investigations of chemical and molecular
structural changes in living bacteria and other cellular systems
over the course of their stress-adaptive response.

Materials and Methods
Bacterial Strains and Culture. Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough (ATCC
29579) was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection. All D. vulgaris
used in this study were cells of second passage grown on a defined lactate sulfate
medium (LS4D medium) soft agar plate (1.0% wt/vol). The LS4D medium was
based on Postgate’s medium C. To prepare stationary-phase D. vulgaris popula-
tion, we grew D. vulgaris (at high cell density) anaerobically on soft LS4D agar
until the growth of some bacterial colonies reached confluence. Most cells from
the confluent colonies exhibited infrared spectral characteristics typical of poly-
glucose-containing D. vulgaris (red trace in Fig. 1A). To prepare exponential-
phase D. vulgaris population, we grew D. vulgaris (at low cell density) anaerobi-
cally on LS4D agar until the growth of bacterial colonies first became visible. Cells
from these microcolonies mostly did not exhibit infrared spectral characteristics
typical of polyglucose-containing D. vulgaris (blue trace in Fig. 1A).

Preparation of D. vulgaris Monolayers. To ensure that each D. vulgaris cell in
the FTIR experiment was in contact with atmospheric oxygen, we prepared
�m-thick layers of D. vulgaris. We transferred D. vulgaris cells onto a LS4D-
treated gold-coated glass wafer. An additional mist of liquid LS4D was applied
to the replica-printed wafer, which was then incubated for an additional 24 h
to facilitate migration of mobile cells to form monolayers on the LS4D-treated
gold-coated glass wafer under suitable conditions. To assess the morpholog-
ical quality of the monolayers, the wafer was placed in a custom microscope
stage chamber (filled with nitrogen gas), and was observed by oblique illu-
mination microscopy. Before the FTIR experiment, any excess (moving) LS4D
medium was removed by wicking.

High-Resolution FTIR Spectromicroscopy. We built a high-humidity microscope
stage chamber (Fig. 2A) that allows one to maintain a constant �m-thick layer
of live D. vulgaris, overcoming the water interference during high-resolution
FTIR spectromicroscopy measurements. All measurements were performed
with a Nicolet Magna 760 FTIR bench and a Nicolet Nic-Plan IR microscope
equipped with a microscope stage chamber at the infrared beamline of the
Advanced Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, CA, USA;
http://infrared.als.lbl.gov/). Each spectrum represents an average of 64 scans
over a wavenumber range of 4,000 to 650 cm�1 at a spectral resolution of 4
cm�1 with an absorption peak position accuracy of 1/100 cm�1. As the beam
current of the synchrotron decreases with time between electron refills (9 h),
the beam intensity decreases proportionally. Appropriate baseline removal
took this into account. All data processing was performed using Thermo
Electron’s Omnic 7.2 (http://www.thermo.com/) and Origin 6.0 (http://
www.originlab.com/). Time-difference spectra are calculated [using Thermo
Electron’s Omnic 7.2 software (http://www.thermo.com/)] from experimental
spectra after subtraction of culture medium/liquid water absorbance (46). The
time-difference spectra calculation was performed using the water factor
approach (47) to minimize absorbance of the water continuum. Analysis of
time difference spectra is described in the main text.

Fig. 5. Typical FTIR difference spectra show reactive oxygen species (ROS)
build-up in polyglucose-deficient exponential-phase D. vulgaris. Top, a 2-
dimensional frequency-time contour plot (the time-difference intensities are
normalized to the maximum); Bottom, snapshots for selected different time
points. The peak centered at �3,100 cm�1 and other local maxima centered at
�2,904 cm�1 and 2,810 cm�1 are at frequencies typical of the �OH of water
molecules H-bonding with hydroxyl and hydroperoxyl radicals [labeled as
�OH(water���ROS)]. The feature at �3,570 cm�1 is at a frequency typical of the
�OH of water molecules H-bonded to sulfate anions. Yellow dots mark the
red-shift of �75 cm�1 of �OH of hydroxyl radical band peak. The dashed line
marks that difference absorbance � 0. The positive absorption feature at
�2,360 cm�1 is from CO2 in air.

Fig. 6. A summary of the evolving cellular chemical environment and possible survival mechanisms inside the same living D. vulgaris during its transient
oxygen-stress and adaptive response, as revealed by the real-time high-resolution synchrotron FTIR measurements and analyses. Polyglucose is labeled as PolyG.
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Carbohydrate Analysis. Cell pellets were collected from air exposure experi-
ments and were re-suspended in 1 mL of 0.7% NaCl (wt/vol). Protein concen-
trations were determined with the Lowry assay using BSA (Pierce Biochemi-
cals) as the standard (48). Hexose sugars were measured using the colorimetric
cysteine-sulfuric acid method (49) with glucose as the standard.

Live/Dead Fluorescence Microscopy for Distinguishing Live and Dead Bacteria.
The LIVE/DEAD BacLight bacterial viability kit (Molecular Probes) in combination
with a fluorescence microscope (Zeiss) was used. Here, cells were exposed to air
for t � 0, 30, 240, and 480 min; and the level of internalized red fluorescing
propidium relative to green fluorescing SYTO9 allowed for differentiation be-
tween D. vulgaris with intact cytoplasmic membranes (bright green) and D.
vulgaris with damaged cytoplasmic membranes (red/yellow) (50).

Electron Microscopy. For conventional TEM/PATO samples, D. vulgaris were
fixed, embedded, thin sectioned, and post-stained by the periodic acid thio-
semicarbazide-osmium (PATO) exactly as previously described (51). Prepara-
tion and imaging were conducted at the Robert D. Ogg Electron Microscope
Lab at the University of California, Berkeley, CA (http://em-lab.berkeley.edu/
EML/index.php). Cryo-EM samples were made by placing 5-�L aliquots of the
D. vulgaris suspension onto lacey carbon grids (Ted Ted Pella 01881) that were
pretreated by glow-discharge, then blotting and plunging into liquid ethane.
Images were recorded on a JEOL-3100 electron microscope operated at 300 kV
by a Gatan 795 CCD camera at a magnification of 30,000�. Samples to be used

for EDX analysis were freeze-dried in the microscope’s airlock and then
examined in an FEI CM-200 microscope equipped with a Link EDX detector.

Re-Growth Experiment. The re-growth experiments were to obtain growth
curves of control (anaerobic) versus air-exposed cells when returned to oxy-
gen-free conditions. Stressed and control cells grown from the oxygen stress
experiment were removed from the culture bottles after 24 h of either N2 or
air purge. Ten microliters culture was added to 100 �L LS4D medium in wells
of an empty microplate. Eight replicate wells were used for each culture. Cells
were incubated in the Omnilog (Biolog) anaerobically at 30 °C for 100 h.
Increase in cell density was quantified by recording increased opacity caused
by the accumulation of FeS precipitates. The Omnilog uses a scanning tech-
nology, which is analogous to a turbidity measurement, to record the increase
in density in Omnilog (OL) units.
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